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INTRODUCTION

Driving DC motors with integrated circuits seems at
first to be rather simple. Yet by analyzing the actual
application it is possible to see if there exist condi-
tions causing stresses to the IC during operation
which in the end can cause failure. With proper de-
sign and analysis in critical applications it is possible
to avoid conditions which lead to IC damage.

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

Figure1 illustrates driving aDC motorusinga power
MOS bridge.

By driving the fourMOS in the correct sequencethe
direction of current flow through the motor is re-
versed, consequentlyreversing the direction of the
motor’s rotation. The motor torque is a function of

the current amplitude, the motor’s internal parame-
ters, and the external load. The resistive torque is
dependent on the motor’s internal friction. The cur-
rent level can be controlled with current chopping.
Thecontrollerchecksthe current level bymonitoring
the sense resistor voltage and then drives the ap-
propriatepower MOS. On theotherhandthismeans
that when current does not flow in the senseresistor
(which we will examine during recirculation) it is not
possible to measure the current level and thus limit
it.
Figure 2 shows a more general application circuit
which includes an external control loop. Data relat-
ing to the actual motor speed is transmitted to the
controllerby the system which stabilizes the current
in the bridge as a function of the requested rotation
velocity. In this case also the current is limited
through chopping.

Figure 1.
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Figure 2.

Electrically a DC motor can be viewed as a series
RL network with a voltage generator V(ω). The ge-
nerator represents the back electromotive force
(BEMF)generatedby themotor’s rotationand which
opposes the electromotive force of the supply.

The value of the BEMF is a function of the motor’s
angular velocity. If the motor has no external load
and its velocity is not limited, it will accelerate up to
the velocity w such that V(w) equals the supply volt-
age Vs. In this situation the two EMF’s cancel each
other and thus the motor torque responsible for ac-
celeration will go away. In reality V(ω) is always
slightly less than Vs in which case a small motor
torque is necessary to compensate resistive torque
due to internal friction.

Thus it can be seen that the motor’s BEMF can
reachelevated valueswhich in some casescan cre-

ate application problems due to a certain type of
stress.

RECIRCULATION CURRENT
Part of the energydelivered to the circuit by thesup-
ply is stored in the motor’s inductance.When an in-
ductive load is driven, during chopping and during
inversion of the diagonal of the bridge, there is al-
ways some recirculation current which allows this
energy to discharge.

The following figures show the resulting current
paths based on the type of choppingmethod used.
In the first two cases, ”two-phase” and ”enable”
chopping, the current decays quickly and, is thus,
fast recirculation. When ”one-phase” chopping is
implemented the current requires a longer time pe-
riod to decay and, is thus, slow recirculation.

Figure 3a : Two Phase Chopping.
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Figure 3b : Enable Chopping.

Figure 3c : One Phase Chopping.

DYNAMIC BEHAVIOUR

The driving of a DC motor will be analyzed dynami-
cally during different motion phases. Fundamental
to the working conditionsof the IC is the type of load
which the motor is driving. In fact if the load is fric-
tional, the deceleration phase is not particularly se-
rious for the IC since the load itself is supplying a
braking torque. However, when the load is inertial it
will appear to the IC to be a motor torquegenerator.

This could take the IC into critical operating condi-
tions which can incur failure.

- Acceleration Phase : The current rises, delivering
a torque which allows the motor to accelerate, up to
the maximum velocity or till it is stabilizedby thecon-
trol loop. The typeof loadessentiallydetermines the
required current.

-ConstantVelocity : In this casethe requiredvelocity
is less than the maximum. The current is limited by
chopping.This can be done by turning ON and OFF

a MOS of the diagonal which is in conduction.
- Deceleration : When a DC motor must be decel-
erated, the type of load being driven becomes im-
portant. As previously stated, in the case of a
frictional load, the load is essentiallybraking the mo-
tor. Thus, in general, it could be sufficient to cancel
the motor torque by opening the bridge (i.e. disable
the driver). In the case of an inertial load, however,
the braking torque is provided by the driver. It is this
situation that is of most concern. Since every
change of direction involves a braking phase, a de-
tailed analysis of this situation will be done.

ROTATION INVERSION
Initially the current flows in one direction as shown
in figure 4. Figure 5 illustrates thesituation when the
diagonal is switched. The motor’s inductance dis-
charges the stored energy by fast recirculation
throughdiodes D2 and D3.
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Figure 4. Figure 5.

The inertial load of the motor, which can be viewed
as a flywheel, has stored energy during the phase
prior to inverting the diagonal. This energy is re-
turned to the motor providing a motor torque which
keeps the motor rotating. Greater still is the fly-
wheel’s moment of inertia, greater than the motor
torque that it provides to the motor. The discharge
time is longer because the flywheel must discharge
its energy. Also associated with the motor’s rotation
is theBEMF.Thus, in order to stop the motora brak-

ing torque must be applied. This is generatedwhen,
following completion of slow recirculation, the cur-
rent begins to flow in the oppositedirection from the
previous state.

It is precisely at this point which effectively the brak-
ing phase begins. When the sense voltage rises to
the preset level chopping is triggered. In figure 6
choppingresults in slow recirculation (in practice the
motor is short-circuited).

Figure 6.
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As it can be seen, the BEMF is dropped across the
relatively low resistances of the motor, the diode in
line andtheMOSthat isON. Thesenseresistordoes
not enter into this. If the motor’s rotationalvelocity re-
mainshigh the recirculation current could bevery lar-
ge, enough to damage the IC. Actually the current
does not rise instantaneouslyto the steady state va-
lue of : I = V(ω)/(Rm + Rd + Rdson). Rather, the cur-
rent follows the graphshown in figure 7. In fact, when
choppingbegins the sensecurrentgoestozero, thus
turning MOS M2 ON again. The motor current flows
throughthesenseresistor, re-enablingthechopping.

The cycle repeats in an iterative manner with a recir-
culation current that continues to rise.
Due to the inertial load and the BEMF it generates
and the recirculation current as described above,
the current in the sense resistor will be greater than
the desired valueset by Im= Vref/Rsense.When the
current reaches the maximum level (see previous
paragraph) the current will fall to the preset level
controlled by the chopping, the inertial load having
discharged its energyfrom the previous phase.This
elevatedcurrent level is temporary, but can bedam-
aging to the IC.

Figure 7.

[caption for figure 7]
I = recirculation current
delta t = time interval during which current flows through Rsense.

Braking the motor by short-circuiting it involves an
accurate study of the mechanical system during the
design phase. Knowing the value of the BEMF gen-
erated by the motor during braking, the motor resis-
tance,and the equivalentresistanceof theMOSand

diode involved during recirculation it is possible to
determine the recirculation current and if it is less
than or greater than the maximum value that the IC
can tolerate.
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Figure 8.

If the recirculation current is too high it will be neces-
sary to brake the motor with an alternative method.
Using fast recirculation incombinationwith slowrecir-
culation it is possible to brake the motor. Even if this
is less than an efficient manner it avoids causing da-
mage to the IC due to overcurrent.The basic circuit
is shown in figure 8. Figure 9 is the application circuit
which the Application Lab of Agrate, experimented
with. This circuit uses an L6203 as the power driver.
As seenin figure8, as long as therecirculationcurrent
does not reach too high a value slow recirculation is
used(one-phasechopping).Aboveacritical threshold
slow recirculation is replaced with fast recirculation
achieved by enable chopping. The slow and fast re-
circulations are triggered by two different reference
voltages which determine the two current level thre-
sholds. The higher current level for triggering fast re-
circulation is set little below the max current level
available by the IC.

Figure 10 is the current waveform observed on the
oscilloscope during few diagonal inversions. In this
figure we can see the generaltrend of the motorcur-
rent during three inversions of the rotation. A more
detailed view of what really happens to the motor
current is showed in fig. 11. Before the rotation in-
version the motor is sinking its steady state current
(about± 250mA in this application, the sign depend-
ing fromthe current flow direction). At the rotation in-
version, first the current rises, as previous
described, to the current level defined by Iref2. At
this moment ENABLEchopping is activatedstarting
the fast recirculation and thecurrent level is clamped
at this reference current level. When the motor has
dissipated a sufficient rate of its inertial energy, the
current falls down, first to the level defined by Iref1
(slow recirculation) for all that interval time that is re-
quired to dissipate the remaining inertial energyand
then to its steady state working level.
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Figure 9.

Figure 10.
VERT. 2A/DIV HOR.100ms/DIV

Three diagonal inversion of a unloaded
DC motor

Thisscheme preventsdamageto the ICdueto over-
current. However, failure due to overvoltage is still
possible. An inertial load will return energy to the
supply. If the power supply is the type which cannot
sinkcurrent butcanonlysource current, thenthe en-
ergy from the motor will load the power supply ca-
pacitor to a voltage above Vs. If the capacitor value
is not large enough, during recirculation the capaci-
tor voltage will rise rapidly. Meanwhile, the lower ac-

tive diode is below ground during recirculation.
There is a differential voltage between the overvol-
tage and the point below ground. If this exceeds the
absolute maximum voltage of the IC, damage can
occur. Overvoltage can be limited with an appropri-
ate value of power supply capacitor. For the below
groundcondition of the lower diodes, the sources of
the upper MOS can be clamped to ground with
schotky diodes.
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Figure 11.

When Vs is relatively low it may be sufficient to con-
trol the differential voltage drop by just limiting the
overvoltagewith thepower supply capacitorand not

having to use the schottky diodes. The feasibility of
this solution should nevertheless be verified experi-
mentally in the specific application.
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